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## Three Key Discussion Areas:

1. **NAP**  
   NAP is as sort of pre-classification. Ideally, teams that have undergone NAP should have same technical level as IECed teams  
   NAP is an assurance for the national focal point  
   With NAP in place: teams go through 2 control „exams“ (NAP and IEC)  
   NAP  
   - can be a minimal standard for cross-border deployment  
   - facilitates incoming help  
   Potential problem: Simultaneous NAP (eg as heavy) and IEC (eg Light) – who stops?

2. **“Control points”**  
   - Control teams from the inside (how many, how good)  
   - There are control points throughout the entire process – internal, and external (INSARAG)  
   - Loop

3. **Possible to combine Accreditation and Classification?**  
   - In many cases, first team classifies, then NAP is introduced

## Three Recommendations/Feedback

1. What guidance can be provided to focal points
2. Define “Focal Point”

3. IEC Light together with Heavy